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A new approach for foreigners learning to read Chinese script, where their native tongue is phonetic or quasi-phonetic, is presented. The beauty of this approach lies in its simplicity. It reflects just how native born Chinese people
learn the script.
Many publications have documented the basic meanings of the elements that form the frequently used Chinese characters. Native born Chinese children learn to interpret these characters directly from spoken tongue to character.
This is not the approach currently employed for the teaching of Chinese to foreigners. What usually takes place for foreign students is a conversion of the Chinese characters into roman (phonetic) script (Pinyin), rather than an
initial teaching of the direct conversion of characters to understanding. This is because it is considered that the manner a child learns his or her (native) phonetic or quasi-phonetic language may be extended to the teaching of a
non-phonetic language.
What is being proposed here is that the intermediate conversion to phonetics provides a significant barrier to comprehension.
Parallels may be drawn between how a native born Chinese child learns to read the script and how people generally receive weather forecasts, that is, via pictorial weather icons. After a mere glance at the definitions of the
weather icons, their meaning is entrenched in the mind of the reader. In subsequent contact with the icons, the reader immediately understands them, without further reference to the definitions.

It is this process of recognising the shapes of Chinese characters by which native born Chinese learn to read.
For a country with a relatively low per capita GDP and a variety of spoken dialects, literacy levels are high. These high literacy levels arise in an environment where sounds and tones of the various languages (dialects) are
different from each other. A Mandarin speaker and a Cantonese speaker may both be able to read the same newspaper without understanding the spoken language of each other.
One researcher notes:
"Not only were the Chinese able ... to keep in contact with each other in spite of all the various dialects ... they were also capable of communicating with the Chinese of past ages in a way that we can hardly realise ... whether the
poem that he was reading was written at the time of Christ, a thousand years later, or yesterday, it was just as comprehensible or enjoyable".
Why should learning Chinese be important to Australia? Aside from China being Australia's largest trading partner, our relationship is deepening in a host of other areas. A meaningful relationship requires effective
communication. Unfortunately, although the number of Australian school students studying Chinese has doubled over the past decade, the number completing Year 12 studies of the language has fallen.

